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Exclusive Photos, Neal Preston was presenting his art, Special Exhibition
In the Eye of the Rock´n´Roll Hurric

Frankfurt, 20.04.2015, 18:29 Time

USPA NEWS - American photographer Neal Preston is one of the greats of international music photography. His subjects read like a
who´s who of music icons.
The special exhibition “˜In the Eye of the Rock´n´Roll Hurricane´ provided a unique insight into 45 years of rock history and presenting
outstanding photos ..

...from Bruce Springsteen to Led Zeppelin, from Mick Jagger to Queen.

The editor got the chance and opportunity to meet the Star photographer posing himself besides some of his greatest exhibits. (Many
thanks also to Mrs. Giulia Calani, the Gallery und Marketing Manager of Lightpower GmbH)
This special exhibition of the works of Neal Preston was initiated by Paderborn based Lightpower GmbH, one of the most highly
reputed international distributors of professional stage lighting equipment, in close cooperation with Messe Frankfurt.

The exhibition beautiful produced and featured over 60 works from this American artist. Although many of the photographs were
shown in, Frankfurt have appeared previously in international magazines and books, in countless television programs and within the
packaging of audio CD's and DVD's, the exhibition also includes works that have never previously been seen.
Visitors had the opportunity to purchase exquisite museum grade prints, hand signed and numbered by Neal Preston who was on site
at Musikmesse 2015.

Article online:
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